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Safety glasses Overglasses

MO-11000 Clear lenses, delivered in pouch

MO-11001 Tinted lenses, delivered in pouch

ABS helmet
Electrically insulating helmets for use on low voltage
installations. Safety industrial helmet, safety helmet
for electrical use, especially designed to 
maximize wearer's comfort. Standard sizes
53 to 63. Leather trim 21 cm along the
inside for added comfort. Multiple
adjustments for a perfect fit - headband:
adjustable in 3 mm increments. Built-in
cushion for optimum ventilation. Safety
chin strap: fastenings to shell tear
resistant. Weight: 0.300 kg.

Can be carried either on the head or
any kind of helmet.
- Lighting by 3 high performance LEDs.
- 3 lighting levels.
- Adjustable lamp height angle.
- Very light, waterproof  IP65.
- Range: 10 to 15 meters.
- Powered by 3 batteries LR03 (AAA).
- Autonomy: 80 hours.

Face shield

MO-11010 Clear lenses

MO-11011 Green tinted lenses

Polycarbonate helmet
Polycarbonate helmet.
Shock and wear resisting,
confortable.
Adjustable size from 53 to
63 cm.
Weight: 0,465 Kg.

MO-183-BL White, single size, adjustable

MO-183-RL Red, single size, adjustable

Headlamp with adjustable focus

LED's Headlamp

MS-121

M-95-864 Hooks set for helmet

EN 166/EN 170

EN 166/EN 170

EN 397

ANSI 789.1/1986
20000 V

EN 397

EN 166/EN 170

MO-11000 MO-11010 MO-11011MO-11001

MS-118 Headlamp - Weight: 0.187 kg

M-95-865 Halogen bulb (sold by set of 5 units)

M-95-864 Hooks set for helmet
MO-182/1-B White

MO-182/1-R Red

Protection against UV radiation and ejections of 
solid particles. Grilamid frame in orange Softflex.
Anti-scratch, anti-impact and anti-chemical product treatments.
Caution: Do not use for welding operations.

Polycarbonate overglasses. Protection against UV 
radiation and ejections of solid particles.
Caution: Do not use for welding operations.

MO-186 Single size, adjustable

M-881635 Spare face shield for MO-186

M-87384 Bag for face shield and helmet

EN 50365

Polycarbonate face shield adjustable on the
head by milled wheel. Protection against
electric arcs of short-circuits.
Anti-condensation treatment.
Caution: Do not use for welding operations.

Intrinsically safe ATEX LED's Headlamp

MS-126 Delivered with batteries - Weight: 0,125Kg

M-95-864 Hooks set for helmet

Can be carried either on the head or any type of helmet.
Lighting control and beam by switchs.
Range: 30 meters.
Adjustable lamp height angle. 
Sealed against rain.
Powered by 4 batteries LR 6. 
Autonomy: 6 hours.
Standard bulb 4.8 V/0.3 A.

II 2GD EEx ia IIC T4
Can be carried either on the head or any kind of helmet.
- Lighting by 3 high performance White LEDs.
- 2 lighting levels (High: 3 LEDs on or low: 1 LED on).
- Adjustable lamp height angle.
- Very light, ABS body.
- ATEX certified Categorie 2 (Zone 1) 

N° TRL03ATEX21005X.
- Range: 10 to 15 meters.
- Powered by 3 batteries LR03 (AAA).
- Autonomy: 150 hours.
- Strap: cloth or silicone rubber (for helmet).

Delivered with batteries and a carrying bag
Weight: 0.09 Kg
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Insulating rubber gloves
Insulating rubber gloves conform to international 
IEC-60903 standard. 
To satisfy the requirements of this standard, they are subjected 
to dielectrical, mechanical resistance and ageing tests. 
The acceptance levels for mechanical tests are stricter. 
The tests are especially aimed at checking 
the tensile strength and elongation at break, 
the mechanical puncture test and tension set.
Our gloves are made of latex especially treated to obtain high 
dielectric characteristics; they are individually tested and 
delivered in sealed plastic bags.

Undergloves

For compulsory control of
gloves before use.
Checking is done by 
inflating and immersing 
in water.

CG-117 140 x 150 x 160 mm - Weight: 0.600 kg

To be placed in high 
voltage stations.
Insulating material,
shock resistant, 
yellow colour.
Transparent window 
(enables to check gloves presence).
Bottle of talc included.
Attachment: 4 holes 3.5 mm dia.,
centre distances 
155 x 345 mm.
U.V. protection window.

Rubber gloves storage box with window

CG-35/1 60 x 210 x 460 mm - Weight: 0.730 kg

Cotton undergloves
To be used with insulating
rubber gloves.

CG-80 (**) ** H: men / F: women

Reference Class Voltage (V) Thickness (mm) Designation Weight (g)

CG-02 (*) 00 500 0.9 multi-layered 220
black elastomer

cotton tissed inner layer

CG-05 (*) 00 500 0.5 latex 90

CG-10 (*) 0 1000 1.0 latex 200

CG-10 (*)-AM 0 1000 1.0 two color latex rolled edge 210

* Add size: A, B, C, D.

Used as outer glove.
Silicon grain leather, 
very flexible.
Large protective cuff 
in chrome tanned hide.
Adhesive strap.

Overgloves

CG-98 (*) Weight: 0.170 kg

Made from reinforced
waterproof fabric for 
transport of rubber gloves
in vehicles and tool boxes.
Rear loop for belt and snaps.

Carrying bag

CG-36 60 x 180 x 400 mm - Weight: 0.120 kg

IEC-60903

* References to be completed by size A, B, C, D
Correspondence with standard sizes: A = 8, B = 9, C = 10, D = 11

Pneumatic glove tester

AM Serie

EN 388
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All-grain leather, welt sewn,
shirred elastic wrist back.

Working gloves

Made from elastomer 
canvas support, 
very flexible and resistant.
Anti-perforation stainless
steel sole and shell.
Anti-slip sole.
Protection against step 
and touch hazardous 
potential gradients.

MV-135* 60 x 210 x 460 mm - Weight: 0.730 kg

* Add sizes: 39-40/41-42-43/44-45-46/47

Reference Thickness Class Voltage Dimensions
(mm) (kV) (m)

MP-42/11 3 3 ≤ 26.5 1 x 1

MP-42/16 3 3 ≤ 26.5 0.6 x 1

Reference Thickness Voltage Dimensions
(mm) (kV) (m)

MP-42/66 3 ≤ 26.5 0.6 x 0.6

MP-60/03-5 3 ≤ 26.5 0.6 x 5

MP-60/03-10 3 ≤ 26.5 0.6 x 10

MP-100/03-5 3 ≤ 26.5 1 x 5

MP-100/03-10 3 ≤ 26.5 1 x 10

For placing in front of panels.

MP-01 For MP-42/16 and MP-42/66 length: 70 cm

MP-02 For MP-42/11 length: 110 cm

CG-96 (*) Weight: 0.115 kg

* Add size: A, B, C, D.
Correspondence with standard sizes: A = 8, B = 9, C = 10, D = 11

Bags for insulating mats
Specially designed for carrying
and protecting insulating mats.
Equipped with a shoulder strap
and a plastic window for 
instructions and storage
identification.

Multi-pockets electrician bag
Specially designed for carrying
and protecting insulating mats,
face shield and controllers.
Equipped with several pockets.

EN 388 IEC-61111 
EN 61111 

Individual models.

The matting is manufactured of elastomer 
compounds with slip-resistant surface. 
High quality dielectrical rubber.

Insulating boots
EN 345

Insulating mats

A complete range with top
quality features:
Insulation between two
steps: 30000 V
Lateral risers in
polyester/fiberglass
Aluminium alloy rungs 
with anti-slip coating.

Insulating stepladders

Reference Nbr. of Foot rest Reach Weight
steps height (m) height (m) (kg)

MP-700-4 3 0.68 2.68 5.9

MP-700-1 4 0.91 2.81 6.9

MP-700-2 5 1.14 3.04 8.0

MP-700-3 6 1.37 3.27 9.4

MP-700-5 7 1.60 3.50 11

EN 131

M-87386 65 x 15 x 25 cm


